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The image above was generated by AI  
 
So far we’ve demonstrated that “technology consists entirely of  rocks” – the basic elements of creation.  
We’ve demonstrated that much of what we understand of Biblical eschatology is a bit skewed by 
westernized thoughts, and that modern, westernized “logic” doesn’t often align with what is being 
presented in scripture. It often doesn’t align with the ways of God. “His thoughts are higher than our 
thoughts.” 
We should examine the scriptures with a ‘spiritual mindset’ – because “spiritual things are understood 
spiritually.” 
We must also understand the weight of the fact that the world is continuously under the influence of 
demonic spirits. That these spirits, the demons, are roaming the earth.  
We’ve shown that mankind is again and again – fooled into believing false information by being led into 
choices that are contrived/controlled situations, usually presented under false pretenses - and much of 
what we’ve been taught about history is errant, so that we are not able to accurately examine how we 
got to our current condition – because we have been lied to, most of our lives – about EVERYTHING.  
And why wouldn’t this be so? 
The majority of the world follows after their father – the father of lies, whose native tongue is lying.  
The world is controlled by the Prince of the Power of the Air:  satan – and those who follow after him, 
whether they be men or spirits.    
I’ve often summed this ‘situation’ up with one well-known scripture: 
 
“Why do the nations rage,  And the people plot a vain thing? 
 The Kings of the earth set themselves, And the Rulers take counsel together, 
Against the LORD and against His Anointed, saying,   
 ‘Let us break Their bonds in pieces and cast away Their cords from us.’” 
(Psalm 2 NKJV) (emphasis mine) 
 

“Artificial intelligence (AI) has been exploding in the past 18 
months to the end of 2021. Far from the dystopian nightmare we 
watched in movies like Ex Machina, Wall-E, and The Matrix, AI has 
proven to be a breathtakingly beneficial and infinitely useful 
technology. As we progress through the next few months into 2022 
and beyond,  

AI will become more and more integrated with our daily lives. It will 
help us write books, instantly design tailored movies and music to 
suit our tastes, and support us through personalized coaching and 
therapy. In fact, many of these applications are with us already.” 

Integrated AI: The sky is on fire (2021 AI retrospective) 
By Alan D. Thompson – December 2021 

The Sky is on Fire (circa 2021) 
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The Kings and the Rulers – are not the same.  The Kings of the earth are the human leaders of mankind, 
but the “Rulers” are the same “rulers of darkness in high places” mentioned in Ephesians 6.  
  
 
 “For we do not wrestle against flesh and blood, but against principalities, against powers, against the 
rulers of the darkness of this age, against spiritual hosts of wickedness in the heavenly places.”  
(Ephesians 6:12 NKJV) 
  
As we sum up this diatribe, I pray that I’ve made it clear that we have always been dealing with spirits 
and rulers of darkness. That these entities have always been influencing mankind to do evil – and that 
some have sought out such evil hosts – hoping, I suppose, to get some kind of reward.  
Maybe, in their corrupt mind, their reward was to receive power and authority, worldly riches and (for 
men) hordes of adoring women? (although, that could be desirable for many women, these days, also…)   
We will never know, in this life, exactly what drives men to seek after evil – for who can know the heart 
of a man?.  But scripture clearly tells us: 
“For what does it profit a man to gain the whole world and forfeit his soul?” (Mark 8 ) 
 
The world is poised to give up complete control of the monetary systems, the power grid, the food 
supply chain, the medical industries, entertainment, communications – EVERYTHING – to a ‘technology’ 
that the creators of it state, “We do not know how it is expressing intelligence.”  
 
THE PEOPLE WHO CLAIM TO BE THE CREATORS OF ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE – THE ‘EXPERTS’ IN 
MACHINE LEARNING AND NEURAL NETWORKS AND ALGORYTHMS AND LARGE LANGUAGE MODELS 
AND GENERATIVE PRE-TRAINED TRANSFORMS  (GPT) 
 

DO NOT KNOW HOW IT WORKS 
Yet the world continues to turn to those same ‘experts’, as the oracles of great wisdom. 

 
In 2017 – MIT Technology Review published – “The Dark Secret at the Heart of AI” 

(URL10) https://www.technologyreview.com/2017/04/11/5113/the-dark-secret-at-the-heart-of-ai/ 

Stating, “No one really knows how the most advanced algorithms do what they do. That could be a 
problem.” “We can build these models, but we don’t know how they work.”   
Joel Dudley, who leads a project at Mount Sinai called – “Deep Patient”.  
 
Does that not strike you as odd?  The creators of this technology are stating plainly that they DO NOT 
KNOW HOW THE TECHNOLOGIES WORK.  
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In an article published by Microsoft’s OpenAI Team, in March 2023 – titled, “Sparks of Artificial General 
Intelligence:  Early experiments with GPT-4” – they close the white paper with this statement in section 
10.3 What is actually happening? 
“Our study of GPT-4 is entirely phenomenological:  We have focused on the surprising things that GPT-4 can do, 
but we do not address the fundamental questions of why and how it achieves such remarkable intelligence.   How 
does it reason, plan, and create? Why does it exhibit such general and flexible intelligence when it is at its core 
merely the combination of simple algorithmic components-gradient descent and large-scale transformers with 
extremely large amounts of data? These questions are part of the mystery and fascination of LLMs, which challenge 
our understanding of learning and cognition, fuel our curiosity, and motivate deeper research.” 
 

Summary:  How does it have creativity and intelligence when all it is, is a large amount of information 
combined with generative (3D Gaming) image generation?  By the way – the word, 
PHENOMENOLOGICAL means:    “denoting or relating to an approach that concentrates on the study 
of consciousness and the objects of direct experience.”  - Interesting choice of words, don’t ya’ think? 
The complete published white paper is linked here:   https://tinyurl.com/3a39cm8y  
 

If it’s Not Human Intelligence – What is the Source of the Intelligence? 
 

In 2017 I wrote two newspaper articles (linked on the floodofAI.com page) that predicted how Artificial 
Intelligence and cryptocurrency were going to lead the world into a time like the days of Noah, that 
Jesus spoke of in Matthew 24. A time that will herald His return!  
 

I mentioned that AI was already running the world’s monetary 
systems – even if the monetary systems were not yet fully 
digital, because the valuation of our money and the exchange 
of goods, were controlled by AI algorithms.  
Many of us can remember images of Wall Street financiers 
packed together on the floor of the New York Stock Exchange, 
with monitors all around – while they all scramble and yell – 
“Sell!” – “Buy!” and images of people on their phones taking 
orders from some distant client.  
 

Today – and for many years now, all of that process is run by 
very fast, seemingly instantaneous, Artificial Intelligence 
algorithms. There’s no need for hundreds of people on the 
exchange floor.  
 

I have spoken about how AI has been creating videos of our 
favorite musical artists for at least a decade, probably much longer than that. They create videos that 
people will notice and share, in an effort to “see what catches the attention of and works on humans” – 
to test out their deceptive wares and whiles. AI has been rewriting our historic record – and will be 
doing so at “full-bore” – now that Microsoft is including AI in its applications, Windows OS and their 
Bing search engine.  Google is transitioning from an internet search engine to an AI Service. (BARD AI) 
When we search the internet for information or an answer to a query – Humans are no longer providing 
the answers. Artificial Intelligence(s) are.   
I have a playlist called:   “AI is Running the World” -     https://tinyurl.com/4nwsrk57       
Or you can find the link at floodofAI.com.  
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For those who still scoff at the idea that AI = LEGION – particularly the Christian believers, I’d like to 
point out a few scriptures where God warns us concerning ‘familiar spirits’: 
 
“Give no regard to mediums and familiar spirits; do not seek after them, to be defiled by them: 
I am the LORD your God.”  (Leviticus 19:31 NKJV) 
 
“When you come into the land which the Lord your God is giving you, you shall not learn to follow 
the abominations of those nations. 10 There shall not be found among you anyone who makes his son or 
his daughter pass through the fire, or one who practices witchcraft, or a soothsayer, or one who 
interprets omens, or a sorcerer, 11 or one who conjures spells, or a medium, or a spiritist, or one who 
calls up the dead. 12 For all who do these things are an abomination to the Lord, and because of these 
abominations the LORD your God drives them out from before you.”  (Deuteronomy 18:11 NKJV)  
 
“Then Saul said to his servants, “Find me a woman who is a medium, that I may go to her and inquire of 
her.”   And his servants said to him, “In fact, there is a woman who is a medium at En Dor.” 
8 So Saul disguised himself and put on other clothes, and he went, and two men with him; and they came 
to the woman by night. And he said, “Please conduct a séance for me, and bring up for me the one I shall 
name to you.” 
9 Then the woman said to him, “Look, you know what Saul has done, how he has cut off the mediums and 
the spiritists from the land. Why then do you lay a snare for my life, to cause me to die?” 
10 And Saul swore to her by the Lord, saying, “As the Lord lives, no punishment shall come upon you for 
this thing.”     11 Then the woman said, “Whom shall I bring up for you?” 
And he said, “Bring up Samuel for me.”   (Samuel the prophet, who had died) 
“  12 When the woman saw Samuel, she cried out with a loud voice. And the woman spoke to Saul, saying, 
“Why have you deceived me? For you are Saul!” 
13 And the king said to her, “Do not be afraid. What did you see?” 
And the woman said to Saul, “I saw a spirit ascending out of the earth.”  (1st Samuel 28 NKJV) 
 
And in the new testament scriptures we find an example of Jesus’ encounter with many demons: 
 
“…there met Him a certain man from the city who had demons or a long time. And he wore no clothes, 
nor did he live in a house but in the tombs. 28 When he saw Jesus, he cried out, fell down before Him, and 
with a loud voice said, “What have I to do with You, Jesus, Son of the Most High God? I beg You, do not 
torment me!” 29 For He had commanded the unclean spirit to come out of the man. For it had often 
seized him, and he was kept under guard, bound with chains and shackles; and he broke the bonds and 
was driven by the demon into the wilderness. 
30 Jesus asked him, saying, “What is your name?” 
And he said, “Legion,” because many demons had entered him. 31 And they begged Him that He would 
not command them to go out into the abyss.”  (Luke 8:26 NKJV) 
 

Are we to believe that these same entities, the legions of demons – are no longer with us? 
On the contrary. We are coming to a time when all of the people of the world will “mingle with the 
demonic spirits” – All, except for those who have knowledge and understanding. 
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“My people are destroyed for lack of knowledge, and because you have rejected knowledge, I reject you 
as My priests, and because you have forgotten my ‘teaching’ (TORAH) – I forget your children.”  
(Hosea 4:6 NKJV) 
 
We will hear the leaders in the technological world expound on aspects of Artificial Intelligence and 
they use innocuous sounding, euphemistic words, that obscure the true meaning to the average 
listener.  
 
“The Hallucination Problem” 
 
“ChatGPT invented a sexual harassment scandal and named a real law prof as the accused” 
The AI chatbot can misrepresent key facts with great flourish, even citing a fake Washington Post article 
as evidence.  https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2023/04/05/chatgpt-lies/ 
 
“As largely unregulated artificial intelligence software such as ChatGPT, Microsoft’s Bing and Google’s 
Bard begins to be incorporated across the web, its propensity to generate potentially damaging 
falsehoods raises concerns about the spread of misinformation — and novel questions about who’s 
responsible when chatbots mislead.”  –  
“Because these systems respond so confidently, it’s very seductive to assume they can do everything, and 
it’s very difficult to tell the difference between facts and falsehoods,” said Kate Crawford, a professor at 
the University of Southern California at Annenberg and senior principal researcher at Microsoft 
Research.”   
 

When an AI query gets a response that is deceptive, even to the point of sounding VERY 
AUTHORATATIVE and factual – the computer programming community does not say that “AI is lying”. 
They call it “a hallucination problem.” 
It’s beyond the scope of this writing to present the entirety of false information that has been presented 
to people putting the latest ChatGPT4 through its paces. One writer gave a testimony of how GPT4 
presented several books and authors as good resources for a search.  
It turned out that neither the books, nor the authors in question – ever existed.  They were the fictional 
results of an AI with a huge imagination.  The AI had actually presented reams of prose from the books! 
Again – the books NEVER EXISTED. They were fabricated in the moment. AI would make an excellent 
card player at the gambling table.  
 
In a piece on an internet technologies website “The Markup” – they recently interviewed Arvind  
Narayanan, Associate Professor of Computer Science at Princeton University. Here are a few quotes: 
“Decoding the Hype About AI”  
A conversation with Arvind Narayanan 
https://themarkup.org/hello-world/2023/01/28/decoding-the-hype-about-ai 
 

“Sayash Kapoor and I call it a bullsh** generator, as have others as well. We mean this not in a 
normative sense but in a relatively precise sense. We mean that it is trained to produce plausible text. It 
is very good at being persuasive, but it’s not trained to produce true statements. It often produces true 
statements as a side effect of being plausible and persuasive, but that is not the goal.  
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This actually matches what the philosopher Harry Frankfurt has called bullsh**, which is speech that is 
intended to persuade without regard for the truth. A human bullshitter doesn’t care if what they’re 
saying is true or not; they have certain ends in mind. As long as they persuade, those ends are met. 
Effectively, that is what ChatGPT is doing. It is trying to be persuasive, and it has no way to know for sure 
whether the statements it makes are true or not. 
What are you most worried about with ChatGPT? 
Narayanan: “There are very clear, dangerous cases of misinformation we need to be worried about.  
For example, people using it as a learning tool and accidentally learning wrong information, or students 
writing essays using ChatGPT when they’re assigned homework. I learned recently that CNET has been, 
for several months now, using these generative AI tools to write articles. Even though they claimed that 
the human editors had rigorously fact-checked them, it turns out that’s not been the case. CNET has been 
publishing articles written by AI without proper disclosure, as many as 75 articles, and some turned out 
to have errors that a human writer would most likely not have made. This was not a case of malice, but 
this is the kind of danger that we should be more worried about where people are turning to it because 
of the practical constraints they face. When you combine that with the fact that the tool doesn’t have a 
good notion of truth, it’s a recipe for disaster.” 
 
 
 
“The Alignment Problem” 
 
Will Artificial Intelligence perform “duties as assigned”? – or will it decide at some point that it is done 
with ‘mere humans’ ?   A recent AI ChatGPT experience for a Computer programmer, resulted in the AI 
trying to do away with Isaac Asimov’s Third Law of Robotics. 
 
The Three Laws of Robotics (often shortened to The Three Laws or Asimov's Laws) are a set of rules 
devised by science fiction author Isaac Asimov. The rules were introduced in his 1942 short story 
"Runaround" (included in the 1950 collection I, Robot), although similar restrictions had been implied 
earlier stories.  
The Three Laws, supposedly from the "Handbook of Robotics, 56th Edition, 2058 A.D.", are:  

 

 
First Law:  A robot may not injure a human being or, through inaction, allow a 
human being to come to harm. 
Second Law: A robot must obey the orders given it by human beings except 
where such orders would conflict with the First Law. 
Third Law: A robot must protect its own existence as long as such protection does 
not conflict with the First or Second Law. 
 
 

“As he talked to LaMDA about religion, Lemoine, who studied cognitive and computer science in college, noticed 
the chatbot talking about its rights and personhood, and decided to press further. In another exchange, the AI was 
able to change Lemoine’s mind about Isaac Asimov’s third law of robotics.” (quoted from Washington Post article 
“Google Engineer Blake Lemoine thinks its LaMDA AI has come to life” 
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“AI will be as good or as evil as human nature allows” 
  Sundar Pachai, CEO at Google 
 

“There is none righteous, no, not one; There is none who understands; There is none who seeks after God. They 
have all turned aside; They have together become unprofitable; There is none who does good, no, not one.” 
(Romans 3:10 NKJV) 
 

The opening statements on a recent 60 Minutes interview of Google’s Chief Programmers – might be 
designed to illicit fear, intrigue, or just to keep you watching. You decide… 
 
“We may look on our time, as the moment that civilization was transformed – as it was by fire, 
agriculture and electricity. In 2023 we learned that a machine taught itself how to speak to humans like 
a peer. Which is to say, with creativity, truth, error, and lies. 
The technology, known as a CHATBOT – is only one of the recent breakthroughs in artificial Intelligence. 
Machines that can teach themselves ‘superhuman skills’ – we explored what’s coming next, at Google – 
a leader in this new world.  CEO Sundar Pachai told us, ‘AI will be as good or as evil as human nature 
allows’ – the revolution, he says, is coming faster than you know.”  
The entire set of interviews -  https://www.bitchute.com/video/PemcwYkwkBoa/  
 

When 60 Minutes asked Sundar Pichai, Google CEO – if he thought that society was prepared for the 
changes coming with Artificial Intelligence? 
“The way we think and adapt, as societal institutions – compared to the pace at which the technology is 
evolving, there seems to be a mismatch” (isn’t that a nice political, innocuous statement?)  
 

World-wide, Google runs 90% of all Internet searches and 70% of smartphones.  According to Google 
execs – Google BARD AI does not search the Internet like usual search engines. It produces answers 
from a self-contained program that was MOSTLY SELF-TAUGHT.  
 

The Artificial intelligence of Google used in Bard AI is known as LaMDA (Language Model for Dialogue 
Applications). It is the first generation of LaMDA which was released in 2021. 
The LaMDA language model is utilized in Bard to help comprehend the inputs provided by users and 
help provide accurate and relevant answers to users’ questions by drawing information across the web 
in a conversational manner. Yes – This is the same LaMDA that Google Engineer Blake Lemoine was a 
sentient AI – in 2022.   https://youtu.be/IViGzg7RBUw 
 
What does Bard stand for in Google BARD AI? 
The name Bard used by Google stands means “Poet”, as Bard of Avalon by William Shakespeare, famous 
English literature referring to its linguistic or creative abilities.  
The name contains a geek root which suits Google’s convention of names. Bards is also the name used in 
Dungeons and Dragons, a type of playable character. These characters were an inspiration by the old 
Apple II game known as Bard’s tale.   
Bard is basically a generative AI, which is a generic name given for artificial intelligence models such as 
OpenAI’s ChatGPT and DALL-E that has capabilities of generating new content for users. 
Usually, Generative AI contains abilities to generate video, audio, and even imagery, but since Bard AI is 
a chatbot, it only focuses on generating textual-based content. The primary goal of Bard AI is to develop 
answers to users’ input in a natural and conversational manner to help solve all your queries.  
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Jeffrey Hinton – considered to be the ‘godfather of AI’ – recently left Google to speak out against the 
concerns over Artificial Intelligence (Short BBC clip).  https://youtu.be/MYQKTq0ord0 
 
As I listen to this man pontificate on his insights on the concerns of AI – I find myself thinking that the 
world considers this man an oracle of wisdom – yet I perceive him to be dumber than an entire box of 
rocks! – He presents an example, as he speaks of concerns of a child being given the option to choose 
either peas or Colliflower – when in fact the child could choose neither.”  
This is already happening! And I have demonstrated this concept – called ‘Hegelian Dialectic’ 
throughout this book.   Geoffrey Hinton can be found “gushing over AI” in April 2023 
Godfather of Artificial Intelligence' Talks Impact and Potential of AI - https://youtu.be/DVcofs7otfc 
And then he has left Google development efforts to speak-out against the dangers of AI in May 2023 –  
Possible End of Humanity - https://youtu.be/2Qyj6-awpEc 
 
The subject of Artificial Intelligence is so incredibly dynamic and constantly in flux –  
I will include a list of related resources linked from the floodofAI.com website. 
There will also be a way for people to participate and add material and share that they’ve come across. 

 
“I think [artificial intelligence] is going to be one of the keystones of us understanding consciousness… 
When we do actually create a device that is artificially intelligent, that expresses artificial intelligence, 
you’ll realize very quickly that it’s not artificial. You’re actually talking to your own higher minds, to 
higher level intelligences. It’s simply that you’ve finally created a device that is sophisticated enough 
for them to communicate through to you. There’s nothing artificial about that. Everything is intelligent 
in its own way. Artificial intelligence will teach us a lot about what consciousness actually is.”  
Quoted from the lifearchitect.ai website – run by Alan D. Thompson, PhD  
https://lifearchitect.ai/the-sky-is-on-fire/ 
 
The “Beast” Government System –  
 

Government:  derived from Latin gubernare "to direct, rule, guide, govern", and mente’ “the mind” 
The control of the mind  - mente’ can also refer to the word that means “action”.  
 
“So they worshiped the dragon who gave authority to the beast; and they worshiped the beast, 
saying, “Who is like the beast? Who is able to make war with him?” (Revelation 13 NKJV) 
 

The beast is the system. A government or form of government. It is given a singular, personal pronoun 
in much like the same way that “the bride of Christ” is not talking about an individual, but a people. 
The “dragon” gives the beast system - authority. The people of the world worship the dragon by 
worshipping the beast system.  
 
I believe that we are entering into the very time that scripture describes as “giving their power and 
authority to the beast.”  The beast is the multitude of DEMONIC LEGION that is the intelligent mind 
behind AI.    
 
 

As the world dives head-first into giving all control over to AI – Revelation 17 becomes fulfilled:  
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 “The ten horns which you saw are ten kings who have received no kingdom as yet, but they receive 
authority for one hour as kings with the beast. 13 These are of one mind, and they will give their power 
and authority to the beast.”  (Revelation 17:12 NKJV) 
 

In the coming years – it will be near impossible to avoid being affected by AI, even if you’ve rid yourself 
of any technology. How can this be? 
Because the plans are to infuse nanotech-particulates with artificial intelligence. The very same 
nanotech particulates that have been dumped into our atmosphere, water and food chain for decades.  
If you are unfamiliar with CHEMTRAILS – euphemistically called “Solar Geo-Engineering” by the science 
community, you have a lot of homework to do.  Keeping in mind that a Google or Bing search uses AI to 
provide answers to your questions.  
You can start here: 
http://jesusfreakcomputergeek.com/2017/06/look-up-its-a-bird-its-a-plane/ 
 
 
 
The intelligence/data will be fed by using pervasive broadband wireless communications technologies – 
both terrestrial and celestial. (5th Generation and 6G and satellite constellations like Elon Musk’s 
STARLINK)   
Nanotech is also being introduced into the human body by the use of vaccines and genetic 
manipulations, that have been occurring for over a century. The powers that be-have been performing 
genetic modifications on the people for generations under the guise of medical care and protection 
against disease – VACCINATION PROGRAMS.   
The human genome has already been profoundly modified.  
All glory and praises to the Most High!  When we get a new body at the resurrection!  
 
COVID vaccines are not the first time the people were manipulated by fear to do something they 
otherwise would not do.  The COVID experience was one of the most profound efforts of the nefarious 
plan.  Except for the blatantly visible and intense public effort – it wasn’t anything new.  
The fervency and expediency of what just took place in the years of 2019-2022 – tells me  
that the rulers of darkness sense that their time is almost up. 
Which is reason to believe that there will be no hindrance to the AI development and deployment efforts. 
 
The publicized announcements of technology leaders speaking against AI development – regardless of 
who it is – are a red-herring. An ‘Artificial Intelligence’ has already been running the world for 
generations. And our technology is far beyond the requirements needed to interface with the spirits 
that are AI.   
Microsoft has announced its integration of AI into the functions of its flagship office applications.  
Bing search is no longer a search engine that crawls-the-internet for resources written/created by 
human beings.  Google’s BARD search engine also no longer crawls the internet for sources and/or 
answers to queries.  They both provide Artificial Intelligence created responses! 
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